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Key themes

London fit-out
update

Construction
output across
London fallen in
the quarter

The gradual cooling of the market seen over the last two quarters has continued into
autumn. Our analysis shows that annualised construction output in London has
remained flat, with a marginal decrease in output of 0.4%. The supply chain has reported
a reduced number of opportunities coming to market and this is reflected in much more
competitive pricing strategies being seen.
Tendering conditions continue to cool
Our survey of over 100 suppliers in the London fit out market shows that tendering
conditions continue to cool with a noticeable change over the past quarter. There appears
to be an increase in competition as main contractors and trade contractors look to secure
workload in the next year. For clients to maximise the opportunity, they will need high
quality, coordinated, tender documentation and planned market warming.

OH&P levels are
falling

Plenty of capacity across design disciplines
The majority of consultants do not anticipate the market to change significantly. There appears
to be plenty of capacity across all design disciplines. However, hiring skilled resource remains a
consistent limitation for consultancies. Clients should be clear on the personnel being allocated
to their project to ensure quality standards are maintained.

Main contractors looking outside their usual supply chain for competitive advantage
Order books increased marginally over the quarter. Tier 1 sub-contractors in particular remain
selective on the projects they tender for as their order books remain relatively strong. There is
particularly intense competition in the sub £10 million project value range. This is forcing main
contractors to look outside their usual supply chain in order to be competitive. Clients should
be mindful that lowest price doesn’t always mean quality is guaranteed.

Insolvency risk increasing as margins come under pressure
Intense competition
in the sub £10m
project value range

There is clear evidence that the market is beginning to slow, with a reduction on overhead
and profit levels being seen. Aggressive bidding by main contractors on single stage tenders,
together with the weak pound and increasing material and labour prices, is putting real
pressure on margins. It remains to be seen whether sub-contractors can continue to bear
the burden of this pressure before insolvencies start to rise. As such clients and consultants
should research their supply chain carefully before procuring.

Tender price inflation
Main contractors
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their tier 1 supply
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Persistent shortage of skilled labour
continues to place upwards price
pressures on fit-out labour costs
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Underlying input cost growth
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the overall level of construction
material costs
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Overheads & profit
Fell marginally to an
average of 3.0%

Preliminaries
Remained static at an
average of 7.4%
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Current tendering conditions
Main Contractor Tendering Conditions
8%

31%

n Cold
Intense competition, not much work, tender prices low.

20%

n Lukewarm

61%

80%

	Strong competition, tender prices reducing.
n Warm
Moderate competition, moderate tender prices.

Summer
2017

Autumn
2017

n Hot
Reduced competition, work easy to get, tender prices high.
n Overheating
Shortage of builders, minimal competition, prices very high.

Acoustic
Panelling

Tendering conditions continue to cool
Audio
Visual

MEP
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Main
Contractor

Carpet /
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Luke warm

Our summer survey showed that 61% of main contractors felt
the current market was lukewarm. This has since increased
dramatically to 80% in the current quarter. Comments received
by respondents have noted a marked reduction in the number
of tenders and much more competitive pricing.
Carpet/flooring, joinery and acoustic paneling trades all
continue to report a warm market with moderate competition.
MEP and Ceilings/ Drywall are reporting strong competition and
AV a much reduced workload and intense competition.
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Overheating

Joinery

Ceiling &
drywall

Tier one and two supplier survey:
tendering conditions

The level of tenders has tailed off
significantly (even after taking into
account the annual summer slowdown).
The current batch of tenders are
predominantly single stage in the ‘smaller
project’ bracket and this has resulted in a
significant rise in the number of M&E
tenderers chasing each project. ”

MEP

Capacity is a major factor in the
market at present, with contractors
keen to partner front end ensuring
that they have commitment from their
preferred sub-contractors to deliver
the work. There are many large
prestigious fit out projects in the
market at present, all with similar
completion dates so it will make an
interesting 6 months to watch how the
market delivers these works.”

Joinery
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Market outlook
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Market outlook: main and trade contractors

A noticeable split in market view

Larger two-stage projects on the horizon

The majority of respondents across the contractor and trade
contractor disciplines continue to feel that the market will remain
the same over the next year. While this has been a fairly
consistent sentiment so far, our results highlight a noticeable split
between main contractors and trade contractors. The sentiment
amongst main contractors is that the market outlook is very much
likely to stay the same (70%). Trades on the other hand, appear to
have a much more uncertain view, with some expecting the
market to cool and others expecting a much warmer outlook.

Many trades report that a number of larger two-stage projects are
on the horizon. This will likely absorb estimating resource. The
timing of clients going to market, and the quality of the tender
documents, will be key to getting the most thorough and
competitive bids.

Order Book Completion

Order books continue to be strong
Order books increased marginally over the quarter. Main
contractor order books increased from an average of 70.3% to
72.5%. Order books across the trades also appear to be strong.
Audio Visual is the exception with high levels of capacity appearing
to become available in 2018/19.
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Margins coming under increasing pressure

Construction costs remain consistent

Our forecast for tender price inflation is that it will remain below
3.5% over the next 12-18 months. Increased levels of competition
has seen more aggressive bidding strategies as main contactors
and trade contractors look to secure workload into the next year.
With material and labour prices continuing to rise, margins and
preliminaries are coming under increasing pressure, offsetting the
rise input costs.

Cat B acoustic fabric is expected to increase at the fastest rate
over the coming 12 months, by 6.7%. Carpet layers, tilers and
plasterers are set to increase at the slowest pace at 4.2%. On
average, Cat A material costs are expected to increase by 5.1%,
with Cat B material costs by 4.9%. This is consistent with what we
have seen over the previous 12 months.

Expected percentage increase (in nominal terms) of construction costs in the next 12 months
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Consultant market outlook
The majority of consultants across interior design, MEP and IT/AV consultancy do not anticipate the
market to change significantly over the coming 3-6 months. Of those surveyed, 73% expect tender
opportunities to stay the same, with 18% expecting a marginal decrease. This is consistent with what
we have seen in previous surveys.
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The biggest challenge over the next 12-18 months is
Brexit potentially affecting the take up of office space
as the ongoing negotiations proceed

Interior designer
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Plenty of capacity across design disciplines
There appears to be plenty of capacity across the design disciplines, with order books averaging at 56.6%.
Secured workload going into the 2018/19 financial year averages at 19.1%, indicating that there will be
strong levels of competition. Hiring of skilled job runners is consistently highlighted as a key factor limiting
growth.
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Average design fee percentages
Average fees for interior design on a typical 70,000 sq ft Cat B fit out have reduced slightly from
3.8% to 3.3%. Average fees for MEP engineering remain static at 1.9%.
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Typical fee percentage:
for a 70,000 sq-ft fit-out (from Cat A to Cat B, notional 120/sq-ft budget and 18 month
programme from appointment to completion):
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We are seeing a national hardening of the
market as a consequence of uncertainty

MEP engineering designer
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Lot more sub-contractors going
into insolvency. Main contractors
are trying to take anything and
everything they can from
sub-contractor profit margins”

Ceilings and drywall

We are finding there are fewer tendering
opportunities in the last few months, but
the outlook looks to stay the same”

Contractor

Competition is incredibly intense in
the small and mid-range sectors and
there is more use of lump sum and
hybrid two-stage (part lump sum)
procurement. Real pressure on
margins but capacity amongst tier 2
contractors remains low.”

Contractor
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About Turner & Townsend
We are an independent professional services company specialising in
programme management, project management, cost and commercial
management and advisory across the real estate, infrastructure and
natural resources sectors.
With 104 offices in 44 countries, we draw on our extensive global and
industry experience to manage risk while maximising value and
performance during the construction and operation of our clients’ assets.
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